Phase 2 Overview
Phoneme

Action

Letter formation story

Example words

Hold hands in a circle
shape in the air.

SUN starts high, then
starts to fade,
then lies down in the
shade.

sock
sun
sausage

Ant crawling up the
arm.

ANT goes around like
‘c’ for cat, up like an
acrobat… down to the
ground and flick.

apple
ambulance
alligator
ant

Twist tap on with
hand.

TAP starts at the top
and drips, turn it
off with a cross, quick.

ten
toe
tea
tap

Circle fingers around
eyes like a panda.

PANDA is tired and
goes down to peep,
comes back up and
curls round to sleep.

pan
pen
pot
panda

Rub arms and shiver

Sit down in an IGLOO,
don’t forget the dot.

ink
in
it
igloo

Scoop like a fishing
net.

NET goes down, up
and over… down to
the water and flick.

net
nip
nut
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Scurry fingers across
the surface.

MOUSE scurries down
the slide, up and over,
down the slide, up and
over and down the
slide.

map
man
mum
mouse

Digging movements
with
hands like a dog.

DOG goes round like
‘c’ for cat, up like an
acrobat, up to get a
treat, then down to
lick his feet.

dog
dig
den

Swing arm like a gate
opening.

GATE goes round like
‘c’ for cat, up like an
acrobat, underneath
the garden
gate before it’s too
late.

get
gap
garden
gate

Peel an orange.

ORANGES go round
like ‘c’ for cat, all
the way round just like
that.

dog
ox
octopus
orange

Cat whiskers.

CAT starts at the top,
walk around
and stop.

cap
cat
cot

Kitten hitting a ball of
wool
with their paw.

Little KITTEN starts
high and jumps to
the ground, goes half
way up and
round, hurts his leg
and gives it a lick.

kit
kite
kick
kitten
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Use hand to quack as
a beak to quack.

Refer back to ‘c’ and
‘k’

duck
kick
pick

Use arm to swing your
elephant trunk.

ELEPHANTS trunk goes
out, over then
down to the water.

egg
elephant
Emma

Put up an umbrella.

UMBRELLA goes
down, up down and
shake.

uncle
umbrella
up

Rain falling with
fingers.

RAIN falls down to the
ground, splashes up
and round.

rat
rain
rip

Put hand up like the
stop sign.

HAND raised high and
waves down, waves
half way up and round
until it hits the
ground.

help
hand
hi

Flapping arms like a
bird.

BIRD starts high,
swoops down to the
ground. Fly half way
up and round to make
a nest of the ground.

bird
bin
bat
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Wiggle hand like a
fish.

FISH does a back flip,
fall below the sea,
jump out and leap.

flower
fish
flash

Drink a coffee.

See ‘f’

coffee
huff
muffin

Tap your leg.

Like a LEG start at the
hip, straight
down to a flick.

leg
lamp
lift

Ring an old school
bell.

See ‘l’

bell
tell
small

Flick hands by your
waist like you’re
swishing a dress.

See ‘s’

dress
hiss
pass

